Recent experiments on Bi-based cuprate superconductors have revealed an unexpected enhancement of the pairing correlations near the interstitial oxygen dopant ions. Here we propose a possible mechanism -based on local screening effects -by which the oxygen dopants do modify the electronic parameters within the CuO2 planes and strongly increase the superexchange coupling J. This enhances the spin pairing effects locally and may explain the observed spatial variations of the density of states and the pairing gap.
Recent experiments on Bi-based cuprate superconductors have revealed an unexpected enhancement of the pairing correlations near the interstitial oxygen dopant ions. Here we propose a possible mechanism -based on local screening effects -by which the oxygen dopants do modify the electronic parameters within the CuO2 planes and strongly increase the superexchange coupling J. This enhances the spin pairing effects locally and may explain the observed spatial variations of the density of states and the pairing gap. In terms of global phase behavior, the cuprate families hosting high-T c superconductivity (SC) are similar: parent compounds are insulating antiferromagnets with T N ∼ 300 − 400K, and become SC once doped charge carriers destroy magnetic order and fermionic bands are developed. This universality manifests that the interactions driving magnetism and superconductivity are mostly confined to the CuO 2 planes common to all the high-T c cuprates. What is remarkable, however, is that the SC transition temperature T c broadly varies from one family to another, ranging from ∼ 40K in La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 to the values as high as ∼ 140K in Hg-based compounds. A number of ideas concerning the material dependence of T c have been discussed: the influence of apical oxygens [1] , charge ordering effects [2] , band structure variations [3] , the type of dopant induced disorder [4] , etc. Given the high sensitivity of correlated electrons in oxides to external perturbations, all these material specific factors may indeed have a strong impact on how the competition between SC and magnetism is resolved in a particular compound and thus on the T c values.
Local disorder -an inevitable side effect of chemical doping -triggers also nanoscale phase inhomogeneities commonly observed in cuprates. Signatures of the pairing effects well above the bulk T c (see, e.g., [5] [6] [7] ) have led to a notion of "local pairing gaps" and "local T c ". Typically, the dopant ions are expected to perturb the lattice and chemical bonds, reduce the electronic mobility, and thus suppress SC in favor of magnetism [4] . Strong enhancement of the pairing correlations near the interstitial oxygen dopant ions in Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ reported by McElroy et al. [8] was therefore a big surprise. Their scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) data have been nicely reproduced by the model calculations [9] assuming a positive impact of the dopant ions on the pairing potential, and triggered a broad discussion [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] on the origin of this striking observation.
Given the essential role of magnetic interactions in cuprates, there has been a strong focus on the possible increase of the spin exchange coupling J by dopant ions. In principle, this "quantum-chemistry" parameter is sensitive to local electronic structure and widely varies in cuprates, from ∼ 110 − 140 meV in SC cuprates to the values as high as ∼ 240 meV in a quasi-one dimensional compound Sr 2 CuO 3 (see Ref. [16] for related discussions). However, the most detailed calculations [13, 14] found so far only moderate impact of dopants on J.
In this Letter, we propose a mechanism by which the dopant oxygens may indeed strongly enhance the interaction J locally. Our key idea is to go beyond static level structure used in standard calculations of J, by taking into account a dynamical change of electronic parameters due to polarization effects. Different from previous work considering a dopant ion as mere point charge modifying the Madelung potentials on CuO 2 planes (related changes in J are small [13, 14] ), we notice that there is a strong covalency between the dopant O d and closely located apical O a oxygen electrons, forming a molecular orbital complex (see Fig. 1 ). In fact, the mixing of O d and apical O a orbitals is suggested by experiment [17] . Consider now virtual p-d and d-d charge transitions within the Cu-OCu bond that lead to the spin exchange J. We will show that the corresponding excitation energies ∆ pd and U are dynamically screened by the polarization of molecular orbitals hence enhancing J. The ionic polarization effects on excitation energies are known [18] [19] [20] ; here, the effect is greatly amplified due to cooperative response of the spatially extended O a −O d −O a complex having much higher polarizability than that of constituent ions alone. We will also show, by an exact diagonalization of the t − J model, that local enhancement of J leads to the spatial variations in density of electronic states (DOS) observed in STM experiments [7] . Our findings suggest an interesting possibility of quantum-chemistry control of the key interaction J in cuprates.
To begin with, we recall that a dopant oxygen O d is located between the SrO and BiO planes [8, 10] , at the distance ∼ 2.2Å from two apical O a ions. In the ground 
stands for the 2p and 3s electron energies of a dopant (E (d) p,s ) and apical (E p,s ) oxygen ions: n p = p † p and n s = s † s are the corresponding particle numbers. Experimental data [8, 17] and band structure calculations [10] suggest that 2p level of a dopant O d is higher than that of apical O a by several eV's; we will take below E Fig. 1(a) , is implied.
The second term in H mol describes the formation of the molecular orbitals due to the hopping between the dopant and apical oxygen states:
where u = cos β, v = sin β, and β is the angle between the apical p 1 and dopant p x orbitals [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Strong mixing of electronic states via H cov enhances the polarizability of the O a −O d −O a molecular complex, the effect which goes well beyond a conventional dipolar polarization of oxygen ions alone [18] [19] [20] . We use the relation T ppπ = − 1 2 T ppσ [21] and denote T ppσ ≡ T pp . The signs in Eq. (2) are dictated by the orbital structure in Fig. 1(a) , with a convention T pp , T sp , T ss > 0. Since 3s orbital is more extended than 2p one, a relation T pp < T sp < T ss holds [21] . We assume the scaling (T pp , T sp , T ss ) = T pp (1, κ, κ
2 ) with a representative value κ = 4/3, and vary T pp within the 1.5 − 2.0 eV range. This should be a reasonable estimate for the overlap between rather extended 2p oxygen orbitals at distance R(O a − O d ) ≃ 2.2Å; for comparison, the hopping t pdσ between the less extended copper d 3x 2 −r 2 and in-plane oxygen 2p x orbitals at similar distance R(Cu − O) ≃ 1.9Å is about −1.8 eV [22] .
The exchange J between Cu spins is realized via the virtual hoppings of electrons in the CuO 2 planes. The charges dynamically generated on Cu and O sites during these transitions [see Fig. 1(c) ] modify the energy levels of 2p and 3s electrons on the apical and dopant oxygens: E Under the potential ϕ( r) of virtual charges, the Hamil-
The first two terms stand for the energy shifts of 2p and 3s levels, while the gradient term describes the ionic polarization of apical oxygens (which are close to the CuO 2 plane). Here, µ = 2p|r|3s is the dipolar matrix element and the unit vectors i and j select a proper 2p orbital oriented along the gradient ∇ϕ. The value of µ can be estimated from the polarizability α of O 2− ion [18] :
[23] and the 3s-2p level separation E s − E p ≃ 7 − 10 eV [24] . The gradient term has been included because it may change the orbital populations; however, this purely ionic effect is found to be small.
We assume that the electronic transitions within the O a −O d −O a complex are faster than charge fluctuations in Cu-O-Cu exchange bonds. Indeed, the (inverse) time scale for the polarization process is determined by 3s-2p level separation ∼ 10 eV. This is much larger than the Cu-O charge-transfer energy ∆ pd ∼ 3 eV which is the dominant parameter dictating the strength of Cu-Cu virtual hopping t = t The coupling J is estimated from a familiar expression:
Three distinct intermediate states, generated by p-d (∆ pd process), d-d (U process), and so-called pair hopping (2∆ pd process with two holes on oxygen) transitions, are involved here. For each state, we use the corresponding potential ϕ( r) and evaluate the polarization corrections to the excitation energies. As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) , the dopant has a surprisingly strong impact on ∆ pd and U values (however, the correction to the 2∆ pd −process is negligible). The effect is sensitive to the hopping T between the apical and dopant orbitals and to the energy E s − E p between an empty and occupied states: both parameters directly control the strength of covalency within the O a −O d −O a molecule and thus its polarizability. It is interesting to note that doping by the larger size ions like sulfur S should increase the covalency and enhance the effect.
Having obtained the polarization corrections to excitation energies, we may address the J value, Eq. (4). We assume that p-d hopping t pd is not affected by dopants [26] , and calculate the ratio J/J 0 of the spin coupling J on the bond below a dopant oxygen to bare J 0 in the "bulk", using ∆ pd = 3 eV, U = 8 eV, and U p = 4 eV as the unscreened values. The results are presented in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b), together with t/t 0 = ∆ pd /(∆ pd + δ∆ pd ) values (note that δ∆ pd < 0). A dramatic, by a factor of 1.5 or even larger, enhancement of the interaction J is observed, mainly due to an increased effective hopping t ∝ 1/∆ pd (note that J ∝ t 2 ). The above results demonstrate a pronounced effect of the oxygen dopants on magnetic interactions which are believed to be relevant for the pairing in cuprates. To make a closer link with the experiment, we have calculated a local DOS by an exact diagonalization of the t−J model (on 20-site cluster with 2 holes) where a particular bond has an enhanced J value [27] . Reduction of the DOS at the Fermi level and strong shift of the hump feature to higher binding energy is found for sites with large J coupling (see Fig. 4 ). This is consistent with the normal state data by Pasupathy et al. [7] , and has a clear interpretation in terms of an enhanced spin singlet pairing near the dopants. Based on the model calculations by Nunner et al. [9] , it is natural to think that the same correlations are also responsible for the local enhancement of the pairing gaps in the SC state [7, 8] ; however, this remains to be clarified since our small cluster calculations cannot directly address the SC state properties.
To summarize, the oxygen dopants have a strong positive impact on magnetic interactions J and enhance the pairing effects locally. The effect is of an entirely dynamical nature and thus goes beyond the band structure calculations. Apart from the STM experiments, there is an interesting possibility to test our theory by the resonant inelastic x-ray scattering: it monitors the highenergy spin excitations [28] , and a broad distribution of J values predicted here can be directly observed.
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